
Instructions for Adult hats and Beanies for Babies. 
Patterns by Annemarie Andresen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abbreviation Key: 
co = cast on st(s) = stitch(es)  inc = increase k = knit  rep = repeat  dec = decrease  p = purl 
sl=slip  k2tog=knit 2 together  kb = knit through back of stitch   tog=together 
pb= purl through back of stitch  psso=pass slipped stitch over   
 
Adult Hat:  
Needles: # 3 or #4, stocking needles or circular needle. SW=Sport weight (4 ply) With smaller needles 
(#3) cast on 90 st. Divide st on 3 needles and join. You can also use a circular needle 20 inch or under #3 
and # 4 and switch to stocking needle when decreasing. 
For the ribbing k2 p2 (you can also k1 p1). Rib a total of 12 rows or until piece measures 2 inches/ 5cm. 
Change to larger needles (#4). Knit for 8 inches/13cm. 
 
Beanies’s for Babies Pattern 
Head circumference of newborn Baby is 10” (25cm ) to 14” (36cm)3  
SW=Sport weight (4 ply). You can also use a small circular needle # 3 and # 4 and switch to stocking 
needle when decreasing. 
Using needles #3, co 54 its and divide on 3 Stocking needles (18 st on each needle ). Close to ring. 
1k 1p for 3 cm. Then knit until piece measures 12 cm. 
 
Crown decrease: 
Round 1 *k7 k2tog* rep to end of round (48 St) 
Round 2 knit 
Round 3 *k6 k2tog* rep to end of round (42 St) 
Round 4 knit 
Round 5 *k5 k2tog* rep to end of round (36 St) 
Round 6 knit 
Round 7 *k4 k2tog* rep to end of round (30 St) 
Round 8 *k3 k2tog* rep to end of round (24 St) 
Round 9 *k2 k2tog* rep to end of round (18 St) 
Round 10 *k1 k2tog* rep to end of round (12 St) 
Round 11 *k2tog* rep to end of round ( 6 St) 
 
Break yarn, thread into darning needle and draw through remaining 6 sts on needle. Pull up tightly and 
fasten off securely on wrong side. 
 
You can also use different colours or little patterns as shown in the pictures. 
If you need help call 604-809-6623. 
 

HAVE FUN AND HAPPY KNITTING  ANNEMARIE 


